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Abstract

In order to examine the value of explicating genre and rhetorical rules for teaching, this study
explores the level of consistency between the linear, deductive discourse pattern recommended for
school writing and the actual structure of reading materials selected from seventh- and eighth-grade
English language arts textbooks. We focus on 25 opinion or thesis-driven essays selected from Cana-
dian and US textbooks to (1) identify the general discourse patterns and (2) determine if the main
idea is presented in the introduction. We found that these texts all have a three-part structure con-
sisting of introduction, body, and conclusion. However, the introductions in some texts are lengthy
with multiple paragraphs. In addition, the opinion or main idea is not necessarily presented in the
introduction but rather in the middle or at the end of the essay. The finding of a gap between the
pattern recommended for school writing and the actual structures that appear in some of the reading
materials in school textbooks highlights the problem of explicating discursively constructed rhetor-
ical conventions in teaching.
� 2006 The American University. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Academic writing in English in North America often favors a deductive rhetorical pat-
tern as the model for organization (e.g., Connor, 1996; Grabe & Kaplan, 1989; Hinds,
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1990; Kaplan, 1988). Behind this tendency is the assumption that a deductive pattern can
and should be taught in schools. Outside of North America, the Sydney School in Austra-
lia has promoted the teaching of the genre of power through explicitly focusing on text
structures. Genre research within English for Specific Purposes (ESP) shares its practical
purposes with the Sydney School (see Johns, 2002, 2003). The perceived norm of written
English discourse structures as linear and deductive has also influenced pedagogical strat-
egies for writing academic English as a second language (Grabe & Kaplan, 1989; Reid,
1989, 1996). The traditional view of genre as form and text types, however, has been rec-
onceptualized by the current rhetorical genre theory that perceives genre as social action
(Miller, 1984). The switch in focus from form to action leads to a debate on whether genre
and rhetorical rules can be taught explicitly in writing classes (e.g., Freedman, 1993a,
1993b).

Such debate affects both L1 and L2 writers, especially at secondary schools in which
the increased use of standardized writing assessment tends to reinforce formulaic pat-
terns of rhetorical organization (Hillocks, 2002). Indeed, little knowledge exists as to
whether such rhetorical norms (linear and deductive) actually reflect the structures of
scholarly publications and reading materials in school textbooks. The debate on the
value of explicating genre and rhetorical conventions suggests that an analysis of school
textbooks might reveal a gap between the recommended rhetorical structure and the
rhetorical patterns identified in reading materials in textbooks. The analysis might also
uncover a difference in rhetorical structures between texts selected from published
sources to be used as language arts readings and those written explicitly for teaching
writing. Such an analysis, given the pervasive notion that English texts are characterized
by deduction in cross-cultural rhetorical studies, may also provide some cultural insight.
To this end, this small-scale study investigates rhetorical patterns of opinion or thesis-
driven reading materials in selected Canadian and American language arts textbooks
for grades 7 and 8.
2. Literature review

2.1. Rhetorical genre studies

Genre studies and rhetorical studies are closely tied because the former classifies
written discourse based on conventions of rhetorical practice. As a rhetorical construct,
genres are indicated by factors including (1) textual products that manifest certain sty-
listic, cognitive, and organizational features, (2) substance, (3) rhetorical purposes or
motives, and (4) social contexts of composing (e.g., Bhatia, 1999; Freedman & Med-
way’s, 1994; Miller, 1984). The combination of these factors characterizes genres as,
in Bazerman’s words (1997, p. 23), ‘‘the visible realization of a complex of social
and psychological dynamics.’’ However, traditional genre studies have focused mainly
on commonalities of form separated and abstracted from context. Removed from the
motivated and creative composing process, the form or textual regularities become a
set of ‘‘fixed and immutable’’ conventions which are ‘‘classified into neat and mutually
exclusive categories’’ (Freedman & Medway’s, 1994, p. 1). For example, based on for-
mal textual features, prose has typically been classified into schemes of text types such
as exposition, argumentation, description, narration, and so on.
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The traditional view of genre as form and text types is reconceptualized by Miller’s
(1984) landmark proposal of genre as social action, drawing attention away from ‘‘the
substance or the form of discourse . . . [onto] the action it is used to accomplish’’
(Miller, 1984, p. 151). The crux of the new thinking is to focus on what texts do rather
than what they say; thus, textual regularities are only secondary to or surface traces of
the underlying action of composing. By patterning rhetors’ experiences rather than
types of texts, genre practices become ‘‘pragmatic [and] fully rhetorical’’ (Miller,
1984, p. 153). Since Miller (1984), North American genre studies have focused on
how writers use ‘‘generic resources to act effectively on a situation through a text’’
(Freedman & Medway’s, 1994, p. 11). Central to the studies is the dialectic interplay
between structural regularities and rhetorical situations. In light of the structurationist
theory (e.g., Giddens, 1984), which asserts that the instantiation of structure is also its
reproduction, the new theory of genre suggests that genres are not only templates that
constrain or shape rhetors but, when enacted, are themselves constructed and recon-
structed (e.g., Bhatia, 1999; Bazerman, 1997; Coe, 2002; Miller, 1984). The process of
construction and reconstruction highlights genres as critical rhetorical strategies. While
conforming to the available structures to signal their membership in communities of
practice, individual rhetors also strive for individuality by reshaping the context
through strategic choices that might deviate from the traditional template but speak
to the circumstances (e.g., Bazerman, 1997; Candlin & Hyland, 1999; Schryer, 1994).
Since genres are being constantly constructed, conventional textual regularities have
only a fluid or, as Miller (1994, p. 71) puts it, ‘‘virtual existence’’. In other words, tex-
tual forms are generative (e.g., Williams & Colomb, 1993). Just like a speech act that
can be performed with various linguistic forms, genres can express a discourse value
through various textual forms (Bhatia, 1999). As social action, genres not only ‘‘change,
evolve and decay’’ (Miller, 1984, p. 163) but also ‘‘[cut] across boundaries within and
between orders of discourse’’ (Fairclough, 1995, p. 27). In sum, genres, though identi-
fied initially by textual regularities, need to be understood pragmatically as texts in con-
texts and judged by appropriateness rather than as right or wrong (Devitt, 1997).

2.2. English rhetoric and teaching composition in schools

Rhetorical genre studies, with an aim to make visible the discourse practices in aca-
demic and literary fields, inform the teaching of English composition. The difference
between the traditional and current rhetorical genre studies (i.e., focus on form versus
focus on action) results in an uncertainty in English composition classes about whether
genre and rhetorical rules can and should be taught explicitly (e.g., Fahnestock, 1993;
Freedman, 1993a, 1993b; Williams & Colomb, 1993). Based on the traditional view of gen-
res as sets of textual conventions, there is a belief that students need to learn the current
conventions or generic structures available in order to perform successfully (Dean, 2000;
Johnson, Smagorinsky, Thompson, & Fry, 2003; Perrin, 2000). The expectation for teach-
ers to explicate genre rules was also supported by the Sydney School genre educationists
who claim that the mastery of privileged genres or models of discourse can empower the
disadvantaged (Freedman, 1994). With such a form- or product-centered approach, vari-
ous generic structures resembling traditional rhetoric’s modes of development such as
exposition, argumentation, description, and narration are essential in school learning.
In addition, paralleling the notion that English rhetoric is characterized as deductive
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(front-loaded with a main idea placed toward the beginning of the text or paragraph), log-
ical (an emphasis on progression of ideas and reasoning to support the main idea), direct
and assertive (explicit opinion statement) (e.g., Connor, 1996; Grabe & Kaplan, 1989;
Hinds, 1990; Kaplan, 1988), many teachers have followed a generic formula or pedagogic
genre known as the five-paragraph theme. In simple terms, the five-paragraph pattern con-
sists of ‘‘one paragraph of introduction (‘tell what you are going to say’), three of expan-
sion and example (‘say it’), and one of conclusion (‘tell what you have said’)’’ (Emig, 1971,
p. 97).

Emig (1971) called the five-paragraph mode the ‘‘Fifty-Star theme’’ because of its
observed pervasiveness in American high schools (p. 97). Indeed, a Google search of
‘‘five-paragraph essay’’ leads us to numerous websites that contain writing tasks, instruc-
tions, handouts, model essays, and lesson plans used in American and Canadian second-
ary schools to train students how to write a five-paragraph essay. Supported by standard
assessments and textbooks which either direct students towards or assess them based on
the ideal five-paragraph essay (Hillocks, 2002; Wiley, 2000), the five-paragraph pattern
has remained unchanged for a century (Dean, 2000). The continued use of the five-para-
graph theme suggests how formal exercises of generic production prevail in school teach-
ing and how the term genre in schools ‘‘still bears the stigma of a shallow formulaicness
and a limited vocabulary of stylistic and organizational gestures’’ (Bazerman, 1997, p.
20). Teachers who use the five-paragraph formula find students’ writing predictable,
and therefore, easy to grade (Dean, 2000); whereas students who use it find it a safe for-
mula leading to high grades (Coe & Freedman, 1998) and a useful tool in timed writing
tests (Chuppa-Cornell, 1996).

However, teachers and researchers have also noted that, when taught and used in a
rigid and mechanical way, the five-paragraph formula limits students’ rhetorical choices,
thinking skills, and creativity (Hillocks, 2002; Lewis, 2001; Nunnally, 1991; Rorschach,
2004; Wesley, 2000). Scholars have also doubted whether a single example of the five-par-
agraph theme exists among the writings of the best contemporary English writers (e.g.,
Emig, 1971). Believing that the format is arbitrary and has no real world value, many
teachers have rejected or abandoned the format, although some still teach it in a modified
form (Chuppa-Cornell, 1996; Dean, 2000). Skepticism about the effectiveness of teaching
the five-paragraph essay corresponds to the development of the new genre theory and a
process approach that draws teachers’ attention to the rhetorical dimensions of composing
rather than an exclusive focus on textual conventions. There is awareness that, instead of
textual conventions, a greater emphasis should be placed on generic knowledge that
explains ‘‘why and in what ways’’ genres are embedded in discursive practices (Bhatia,
1999, p. 39).

The focus on the act of composing casts doubts on explicit rule-based teaching of genre
(Freedman, 1993a; Freedman, 1994). Against the efficacy of explicating genre rules are
questions about whether there are observable constituents of genre other than textual reg-
ularities that can be used for teaching (Devitt, 1993); whether there are choices that students
can learn and explore if genre entails rhetorical resources rather than constraints; whether
genres, as responses to fluid and complex situations, can be learned through rules abstracted
out of context (Freedman, 1993a); and whether there is a universal concept of good writing
if writing is situated in specific contexts (Coe & Freedman, 1998). Responding to these ques-
tions, Freedman (1993a, p. 232) suggests a limited role for explicit teaching because ‘‘we
may never be able to specify or to articulate with assurance the rules for . . . genres.’’ Instead,
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acquisition of genres depends on how students are guided to investigate and understand the
complex situation types which shape their own and others’ writing (Freedman, 1999).

The debate on whether genre rules can be explicated for the benefits of students high-
lights a number of issues. For example, assuming that deduction represents one character-
istic of the style of English writing, then does this feature appear in reading samples in
language arts and writing textbooks? Is there a connection between the description of what
are considered to be ideal English texts in textbooks and the structure of actual texts found
in those textbooks? If the answer is negative, then it would seem to follow that questions
should be raised about the value of teaching genre rules, especially as they are currently for-
mulated, in language arts classes. To explore these issues, this exploratory study examines
selected texts in English language arts textbooks used in Canada and the United States.

3. Study background and method

We consider this study to be exploratory and preliminary, because the data we analyzed
were selected samples that were readily available to us, the researchers, and the focus of
analysis is still evolving. This study also complements our previous analysis of opinion
essays in 7th and 8th grade language arts textbooks widely used in China and Japan
(Kubota & Shi, 2005). We focused on opinion or thesis-driven texts here and in the
2005 study because writing such essays tends to be more challenging for students than
writing narratives, requiring explicit teaching (Crowhurst, 1990). Our analysis revealed
that the Chinese and Japanese opinion or persuasive texts we analyzed overall had a
three-unit pattern consisting of introduction, body, and conclusion; the main idea was
generally placed either in the beginning or final section, although a few Chinese texts
had the main idea placed in the middle section. Contrary to the common conception that
Chinese and Japanese writing is influenced by classical formulaic patterns such as the
Eight-Legged Essay and a four-unit style known as qi cheng zhuan he for Chinese or
ki-shô-ten-ketsu for Japanese (Hinds, 1987; Hinds, 1990), these patterns were never men-
tioned in the textbooks we examined.

3.1. Textbooks

Following our previous study, we wanted to conduct similar research focusing on opin-
ion or thesis-driven essays in North American language arts textbooks for intermediate or
middle grades. After talking to some teachers and checking the relevant websites, we
found three major types of English language arts textbooks used in North American
schools: those that focus on reading and writing, those that focus on reading (literature),
and those that focus on writing and grammar. To have a manageable number of sample
texts, we decided to focus on the relevant Canadian and American textbooks adopted or
recommended in one Canadian province, British Columbia, and in one American state,
North Carolina (see Appendix A for a list of textbooks used in the study).

We first examined two Canadian reading and writing textbooks for the 7th and 8th
grade, Crossroads (7–8) and Sightlines (7–8), recommended by the Ministry of Education
in British Columbia. In these textbooks, we identified opinion essays or thesis-driven texts
labeled as ‘‘essays’’ or ‘‘articles’’ under the genre of nonfiction. According to a definition in
the teacher’s guide of the textbooks, an ‘‘essay’’ is an opinion or thesis-driven text because
it is ‘‘a form of writing in which an author presents an opinion about a topic’’ (Crossroads
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7 Teacher’s Guide, p. 96). Following this definition, we believe that it is appropriate to
examine the relevant materials. There are a total of 13 ‘‘essays’’ or thesis-driven texts in
Crossroads (7–8) and Sightlines (7–8). Among them, 4 texts are categorized by the text-
book writers as opinion or persuasive essays, 5 as expository or informational essays, 2
as satirical essays, 1 as a descriptive essay, and 1 as a personal essay. We decided to
exclude the personal essay from the study because it is closer to a narrative reflection than
to thesis-driven writing. (See Appendix B for titles, authors and summaries of the remain-
ing 12 texts in the Canadian textbooks that we focused on in the study.)

We then tried to identify comparable reading materials in American textbooks for
reading (literature) adopted in North Carolina. However, we found this task to be
quite difficult because the categorization of texts into genres seemed slightly differ-
ent—many of the texts categorized under ‘‘essays’’ included rather long nonfiction
pieces similar to narrative stories. With respect to the length and style, these ‘‘essays’’
seemed quite different from those in the Canadian textbooks. Thus, we decided to
focus on the texts in the persuasive writing section of four writing and grammar text-
book series for the US samples (BK English, Elements of Language, Writer’s Choice,
and Writing and Grammar). All textbooks examined offered similar definitions of per-
suasive writing. According to BK English: Grade 7 (p. 301), ‘‘Persuasive writing states
an opinion on a subject and uses facts, reasons, and examples to convince readers.’’
The four textbook series we examined were among the seven language arts textbook
series adopted by the Department of Public Instruction in North Carolina. From these
writing and grammar textbooks, we identified 13 readings in the persuasive writing sec-
tion of each textbook: 5 model texts written by students or commissioned writers, 5
model literary texts from published sources, 2 opinion texts from magazines or news-
papers, and 1 political speech. (See Appendix C for titles, authors and summaries of
these texts.)

3.2. Analyses

Given that a major characteristic of English rhetoric is often identified with deduction
(e.g., Connor, 1996; Grabe & Kaplan, 1989; Hinds, 1990; Kaplan, 1988), we investigated
the following questions:

(1) What are the overall rhetorical patterns of the reading materials that presumably
contain the author’s opinion about the topic?

(2) Is there a statement of the point of view that is central to the essay in the first par-
agraph or introduction?

Our repeated readings of the texts led us to decide that ‘‘the point of view central to
the essay’’ defined in this study includes the ‘‘main idea’’ (the most important message
in the text), and ‘‘opinion’’ (the author’s point of view, belief, or bias). Each of us care-
fully read all texts independently and identified the overall patterns, the point of view
central to each text, and the location of the point of view. We then exchanged our inde-
pendent analyses to check if they were the same. For any discrepancies, we had a dis-
cussion to reach an agreement. During the whole process, the relevant comments and
textual analysis provided in the student copies, teacher’s guide, or annotated teacher’s
edition were consulted.



Table 1
Overall structure and presentation of opinion in Canadian text samplesa

Study number and title (number of
paragraphs)

Introduction paragraph(s) Body paragraph(s) Conclusion paragraph(s)

Opinion/
persuasive

1. A major in
television and a
minor in knowledge
(13)

(1–6) Childhood story about TV.
Television shapes our ideas and
values from infancy. Yet we
seldom ask what the long-term
effects of television have been on
society.

(7–12) Visual medium provides
strengths but imposes constraints.
The media do not reflect reality but
create it, influenced by people
producing images, availability of
access, and time restraints.

(13) [Television’s] potential is often

squandered in the interest of profit,

glibness and conformity. . . . But what

kind of minds and society have been

created as a result of this technology?

We have to seek serious answers.
(Opinion)

2. Why Canada has
to beat its literacy
problem (26)

(1–10) Carole Boudrias’s
personal story of being illiterate,
becoming literate, starting a
literacy program for others, and
writing a book.

(11–24) Canada has nearly five
million adult citizens who are
functionally illiterate. Today, inability

to read is a ticket to social segregation

and economic oblivion. (Opinion) (16)
Schools are not doing a good job
eliminating illiteracy.

(25–26) Carole is helping young
mothers to get off welfare rolls. What
they want is learning. Five million
people need another chance.

3. Inventively female
(9)

(1–2) From earliest times women
were inventive. But their
contributions have been
unnoticed because they were not
allowed to own patents.

(3–8) Many women were denied their
place in patent history (e.g., smallpox
vaccination, nuclear fission). Even
today, only a small number of patents
belong to women. This needs to be
changed.

(9) You are a potential patent holder
if you can identify a problem and
invent a practical solution. Women’s

contribution to inventions should be

encouraged. (Implicit opinion)

4. On the trail to a
greener future (4)

(1) The presence of people on
bicycles is an important sign of a
green city.

(2–3) Commuting by bicycle results in

wiser land use, cleaner air, reduced

congestion on the roads, and improved

lifestyle habits. (Opinion) (2) Three
Canadian cities are on a list of the 10
best cities for cycling.

(4) The best strategy for change is for
the city to make cycling an appealing
and accessible option. Businesses can
also offer incentives to employees.
You might take action if you want to
see more bicycles.

Expository/
informational

5. Tricks of the trade
(11)

(1–2) Advertising copy has
power. Ad copy writers grab our

attention with the same tricks that

poets have relied upon. (Main

idea) (2)

(3–10) Ad writers use onomatopoetic
words, repetition, rhyme, alliteration,
simile, and appropriate word choice.
Like poets, ad writers try to sell us a
feeling or a point of view.

(11) In advertising, every word must
be worth its weight in gold.

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Study number and title (number of
paragraphs)

Introduction paragraph(s) Body paragraph(s) Conclusion paragraph(s)

6. A spider for the
bones (21)

(1) Four teenaged girls created an
award-winning idea that may
someday improve life for many
people.

(2–18) The girls won the Explora
Vision contest in 1999 for working as
a team to develop a treatment for
osteoporosis.

(19–21) According to the girls, being

young can be an advantage in

inventing. An open mind allows a free

flow of new ideas. (Main idea) (19)
7. Eureka! We’ve
done it! (8)

(1–2) There are many Canadian
inventions and inventors. Many

Canadian inventions have become

common and indispensable. (Main

idea) (2)

(3–7) Inventions make day-to-day
living more convenient. Increasingly,
teams of specialists create inventions,
but there are potential inventors
whose collective spirit of inventiveness

deserves to be encouraged and

recognized. (Opinion) (7)

(8) Would you really choose to live
without telephones or zippers?
Inventions are indispensable and

inventors will make our lives more

convenient. (Implicit restatement of

main idea)

8. Poems in your
pocket (6)

(1) It’s easier than you might think

to become a poet. (Main idea)
Haiku consists of only 17
syllables.

(2–5) Some ideas to help you write
your own haiku: choose an ordinary
thing, let imagination warm up, write
ideas, note structure of haiku, make a
personal response to nature.

(6) When you are finished, you might
have a collection and illustrations.
Your poem will be a special piece.

9. What a certain
visionary once said
(8)

(1) As you travel north from
Winnipeg, the flatness of the
prairie begins to give way.

(2–4) If you listen, you can begin to
hear the earth breathe. Nature can
change and can kill men, and humans
can do the same. This earth has an

emotional, psychological and spiritual

life like humans. (Main idea) (4)

(5–8) The earth is not ours. A
visionary once said, ‘‘We have not

inherited this land, we have merely

borrowed it from our children.’’

(Opinion) (6)

Satirical 10. Learn with book
(10)

(1–3) A new device called BOOK,
which surpasses electronic
gadgets, appeared. Many

advantages are claimed over the

old-style learning and teaching

aids. It has no wires and no

electric circuits to break down.
(Main idea) (2)

(4–9) The structure of BOOK.
Detailed explanation of advantages.

(10) Altogether the Built-in Orderly

Organized Knowledge seems to have

great advantages with no drawbacks.
(Restatement of main idea)

11. Running shoe
run-around (10)

(1–4) Running shoes are
responsible for my first sense of
being Canadian. The story is of
an American boy calling them
sneakers. Back then, there was
not much imagination about
running shoes compared to now.

(5–8) There are many kinds of shoes
for sale. Modern running shoes are
also a far cry from earlier models
technologically.

(9–10) When it comes to running,
nothing beats the efficiency of . . .bare
feet. The irony is that world-famous

runners run in their bare feet, which is

cheaper. (Implicit main idea)

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Study number and title (number of
paragraphs)

Introduction paragraph(s) Body paragraph(s) Conclusion paragraph(s)

Descriptive 12. Northern life
(12)

(1–2) My five-year-old son asked
me if dreams come true. I said,
‘‘One of my favorite dreams was
of the North.’’

(3–9) The beauty of the Arctic in the
dream—the seasons, scenery,
landscape, and fishing.

(10–12) My son’s question, ‘‘Is that
the picture of the fish you caught in
your dreams?’’ provided an answer,
‘‘dreams do come true.’’Dreams of the

artist come true when he paints them.
(Implicit opinion) (12)

a In both Tables 1 and 2, statements of opinion or main idea are shown in bold. Opinions and main ideas that are inferred rather than explicitly stated in the texts
are marked as implicit. The numbers in parentheses noted in the beginning of the introduction, body, and conclusion sections indicate the paragraph(s) that are
numbered consecutively. For sections with multiple paragraphs, the number in parentheses following the statement of opinion or main idea indicates the paragraph
where the relevant statement is identified or inferred.
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Table 2
Overall structure and presentation of opinion in US text samples*

Study number and title (number of paragraphs) Introduction paragraph(s) Body paragraph(s) Conclusion paragraph(s)

Student’s or

writer’s model

1. What is a fan’s loyalty
worth? (5)

(1) Baseball fans should not have

to pay to get a baseball player’s

autograph. (Opinion)

(2–4) Baseball players should follow
Hank Aaron’s example of valuing
fans. Kids cannot afford to pay for
autographs. Popular players already
make millions of dollars.

(5) Athletes should repay our

loyalty by freely signing their

names. (Restatement of opinion)

2. Hungry students cannot
study (5)

(1) All kids should be able to have

a snack time, or at least be

allowed to keep food in their

lockers. (Opinion)

(2–4) We are growing up and need
food to work and concentrate.
Getting a snack time really would not
change the school schedule that
much. Even teachers have snacks.

(5) We need a snack during the

day just as much as everyone else.
(Restatement of opinion)

3. One hundred trees, please
(5)

(1) We should start a paper-

recycling program here at our

school to help the environment.
(Opinion)

(2–4) A paper-recycling program can
help conserve our forests. Recycling
paper is easy and inexpensive. A
student-supported paper-recycling
program could also show that students
are responsible and thoughtful.

(5) What I am asking is that we do

our part to help our environment

and ourselves by starting a paper-

recycling program. (Restatement

of opinion)

4. Learning to speak up: the
DCE (7)

(1–2) Discussing and debating
are important activities in the US
I have come up with ‘‘Discussion
of Current Events.’’ I think this

program would be great for the

school and the students for several

reasons. (Opinion) (2)

(3–6) The program will teach students
the art of debating. DCE will make
students more aware of current events.
DCE will help students get over the
fear of expressing their ideas aloud.
Although after-school programs can
be difficult to set up, DCE has benefits
and requires little money.

(7) The school needs

extracurricular activities that

involve social skills, intelligence,

and so on, and we can start with

DCE. (Restatement of opinion)

5. I will be drug free (11) (1–5) More than 50% of high
school seniors had used an illegal
drug. Using drugs exposes you to
long-term risks. A more
dangerous risk is the one to your
integrity. My position to these

risks is no drugs. (Opinion) (5)

(6–10) The rate of drug abuse is
increasing. Why? Kids cannot
withstand peer pressure. Peer
pressure is never a good reason to use
drugs. Some say, ‘‘Who cares about
tomorrow?’’ but this is a delusion.
Others say, ‘‘Addiction and other
problems would not happen to me’’
but being strung out on drugs can
make you end up in the street.

(11) When I have a family, I want
to be a role model for my
children. I am going to stay drug-

free. I say no! (Restatement of

opinion)

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Study number and title (number of paragraphs) Introduction paragraph(s) Body paragraph(s) Conclusion paragraph(s)

Literature model 6. Homeless (9) (1–3) I met Ann when I was
doing a story on homeless
people. To prove her point that
talking to her would be useless,
she showed me photographs of a
house which indicated that she
once had a house. What is wrong

is that there are so many people

with no home. (Opinion) (3)

(4–7) Home is where the heart is. Yet,
we have been edging away from
homes over time. Homes have
stopped being homes; now they are
real estate. Some homeless people
seem to want something that is not
available at shelters: pride of
ownership.

(8–9) We work around the

problem by turning it into an issue

rather than focusing on real

people. (Restatement of opinion)
(8) Sometimes I think we would
be better off if we forgot about
the broad strokes and
concentrated on the details. They
are not the homeless. They are
people who have no homes.

7. The liberry (15) (1–7) A small boy in one of
William Saroyan’s stories finds
himself in a public library for the
first time. As a Russian
immigrant boy, I too learned to
read in the library. Librarians
were there to help.

(8–13) I am remembering this because

today the public libraries are becoming

less and less available to the people

who need them most. (Implicit opinion)

(8) Even though the national priority
is the right to read, many libraries are
closing. Public libraries provide a
quiet place for reading.

(14–15) When I taught in high
school, I asked my students to
bring a library card. Some enter
the library today because it is
there. It is sad to see a CLOSED

sign on the door. (Restatement of

opinion)

8. Silent spring (9) (1–2) There was once a town in
the heart of America where all
life seemed to live in harmony
with its surroundings. Even in
winter the roadsides were places
of beauty.

(3–8) Then a strange blight crept over
the area and everything began to
change. There was a strange stillness.
Farmers were unable to grow crops.
The roadsides were now lined with
browned and withered vegetation. A
white granular powder remains in the
gutters. The people had done it
themselves.

(9) This town does not actually
exist, but every one of these
disasters has actually happened
somewhere. This imagined

tragedy may easily become a stark

reality we all shall know. (Implicit

opinion)

9. The eternal frontier (9) (1–2) The frontier lies in outer

space. (Opinion) (2)
(3–8) Outer space is a frontier without
end. We have been preparing ourselves
for what lies ahead. We need leaders
with perspectives. We are born to the
frontier. We landed men on the moon
and sent a vehicle into outer space—
mankind is not bound to the earth. It is
our destiny to move out.
Technological developments are
linked to the space effort.

(9) If we are content to live in the

past, we have no future, and today

is the past. (Restatement of

opinion)
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Table 2 (contined)

Study number and title (number of paragraphs) Introduction paragraph(s) Body paragraph(s) Conclusion paragraph(s)

10. Darkness at noon (14) (1–9) Some people assume that
since I cannot see, I cannot hear.
Others know that I can hear but
believe that I cannot talk. The
toughest misconception is the
view that because I cannot see, I
cannot work.

(10–13) This view is beginning to
change as seen in the Department
Labor’s regulations. I look forward to

the day when employers will view their

handicapped workers as a little child

did me years ago. (Opinion) (12)
Watching my dad and me playing
basketball poorly, the child asked,
‘‘Which one is blind?’’

(14) I hope in the future a plant
manager’s comment after
watching a handicapped and a
nonhandicapped person work
will be, ‘‘Which one is disabled?’’
(Restatement of opinion)

Opinion essay

from magazine/

newspaper

11. Should public school
students wear uniforms? (9)

(1) Uniforms would improve the

quality of life for students.
(Opinion)

(2–8) Uniforms in public schools are
legal. Uniforms are economical.
Uniforms can equalize economic
privilege. Uniforms promote
individuality. Schools where students
wear uniforms are safer. Girls without
uniforms are anxious about their
appearance, especially their clothes.
Nearly all parents welcome uniforms.

(9) Uniforms help create a climate

that fosters learning and puts it at

the center of students’ lives.
(Restatement of opinion)

12. A veto on video games
(9)

(1) We refuse to buy a video game

set for our children. (Opinion)
(2–8) Children are too obsessed about
video games. Children should be
playing outside or talking with a
friend. Kids like violent games.
Games induce an altered level of
concentration and kids can only
experience simulated sport games.

(9) I do not like to discourage

children from doing something

they’re good at; in this case, I

must. (Restatement of opinion)

Political speech 13. On the nation’s space
effort (25)

(1–5) Humans have made
technological advances only
recently, which is remarkable
considering a long history of
civilization. Reaching the stars
will be a matter of time. The

opening vistas of space promise

high costs and hardships, as well

as high reward. (Opinion) (5)

(6–23) Despite potential difficulties,
the exploration of space will go ahead.
The US can lead the world in
developing space science for the
purpose of freedom and peace. We will
do this because we can. There are
benefits of satellites, many of which are
made in the US Science and education
will also benefit. It would cost money
but we must pay for what we need.

(24–25) We will do it because

outer space is there and new hopes

for knowledge and peace are there.
(Restatement of opinion) (25)
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4. Findings

4.1. Overall rhetorical patterns

We identified a three-part structure of introduction, body, and conclusion in the 12
Canadian and 13 US texts (see Tables 1 and 2). This observation is supported by the
instructions in the textbooks. For instance, Writer’s Choice (for 7th grade) states, ‘‘The
introduction states the topic and your opinion on it. The body provides evidence to sup-
port your opinion. The conclusion summarizes your argument and suggests action’’ (p.
276). Similarly, the teacher’ guide for Crossroads 7 says, ‘‘The first paragraph of the essay
should . . . outline the ideas that will be developed in the body of the essay.’’ The essay
should also end with ‘‘a strong conclusion’’ (p. 46). Although none of the textbooks men-
tions the term ‘‘five-paragraph theme,’’ the three-part structure resembles the basic essay
structure with some flexibility in the number of body paragraphs. The following is an
example of a recommended essay structure from Elements of Language: First course (for
7th grade) (p. 218):

Introduction

. . . Include a clear opinion statement so your audience knows what you are supporting.
. . .

� Attention-grabbing opening
� Opinion statement
Body

. . . Here is one effective way to organize your reasons:

� Start with your second strongest reason to attract your reader to your side
� Leave your audience with a strong impression by using your strongest reason last
� Sandwich any other reasons in the middle. . . .
� Reason #1 (evidence supporting reason #1)
� Reason #2 (evidence supporting reason #2) and so on
Conclusion

. . . Restate your opinion in a new way. Then, summarize your reasons in a single sen-
tence or call on your audience to take some kind of action (You can do either or both).

� Restatement of opinion
� Summary of reasons and/or call to action

Table 1 shows that most Canadian texts, following the instruction for a flexible number
of body paragraphs, contain more than three body paragraphs. However, contrary to the
instruction that an effective introduction has an opinion central to the essay in the first
paragraph, many of these texts contain multiple paragraphs in the introduction. Of the
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12 Canadian texts, only Texts 4, 6, 8, and 9 have a single introductory paragraph; the
other texts all have two or more introductory paragraphs. For example, Text 2 (Why Can-
ada has to beat its literacy problem) has as many as 10 paragraphs in the introduction sec-
tion. In this long introduction to the central opinion that ‘‘inability to read is a ticket to
social segregation and economic oblivion’’ (presented in the body paragraphs), the author
introduces the issue that many Canadians are profoundly illiterate with a description of
Carole Boudrias’s personal story of being illiterate and gradually becoming literate (Sight-

lines 8, p. 176–181).
Compared with the Canadian texts, Table 2 shows that several US samples also con-

tain two or more multi-sentence paragraph introductions (Texts 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, and 13).
Among them, Text 10 has as many as nine introductory paragraphs in which the author
describes the negative perceptions some sighted people have of the blind. However, it is
interesting to note that, unlike all of the Canadian and most of the US texts, three of the
five student’s or writer’s model texts in the US textbooks (Texts 1, 2 and 3) actually con-
sist of five paragraphs following the five-paragraph theme. It is interesting that these
three texts are from the same textbook series (i.e., Elements of Language). Despite the
flexibility suggested by the textbook to create more than three paragraphs in the body
section (see relevant quote above), the three student’s or writer’s model essays all list
three reasons in three body paragraphs. This is clearly a typical pattern of the five-par-
agraph theme. Since the three texts are written by students or commissioned writers, the
question is whether they are included because no such examples could be found in pub-
lished sources.

4.2. Presentation of opinion or main idea

Along with the introduction-body-conclusion structure, the textbooks all stress that
persuasive or thesis-driven writing should present the writer’s central opinion in the first
paragraph. As shown in Tables 3 and 4, we were able to identify an opinion or main idea
in each sample text although a few of them were implicit (Texts 3, 7, 11, and 12 among
Canadian samples, and Texts 7 and 8 among the US samples). Based on the location of
the opinion statement, we identified various overall patterns in the sample texts.

Table 3 presents the six patterns we identified in the Canadian sample texts. Of the 12
sample texts, 4 state the main idea in an introduction of two or more long paragraphs.
These texts fall into three patterns: Pattern 1 (Texts 5 and 8), with no opinion in the body
and conclusion; Pattern 2 (Text 10), with a restatement of the main idea in the conclusion;
and Pattern 3 (Text 7), with the opinion in the body plus an implicit restatement of the
main idea in the conclusion. Differing from these four texts, three other texts actually pres-
ent the main idea or opinion in the body paragraphs. They are identified as Pattern 4 (Text
9), with the main idea in the body and the opinion at the end, and Pattern 5 (Texts 2 and
4), with the opinion in the body paragraphs. The remaining texts (Texts 1, 3, 6, 11, and 12)
form Pattern 6, with the opinion or main idea either explicitly or implicitly stated in the
conclusion. The six patterns suggest that only one-third of the texts (4 Pattern 1 and 2
texts) in the Canadian samples follow the prescriptive English rhetoric and present the
main idea in the introduction. These introductions, however, are lengthy, containing
two or more paragraphs. The remaining texts all have the main idea or central opinion
stated either in the body paragraphs (3 Pattern 4 and 5 texts) or in the conclusion (5 Pat-
tern 6 texts).



Table 3
Location of topic, main idea, and opinion in the 12 Canadian samples

Pattern Study number and title (type) Introduction with
two long or more
paragraphs

Body
paragraph(s)

Conclusion
paragraph(s)

1 5 Tricks of the trade
(Informational/Expository)

Main idea

8 Poems in your pocket
(Informational/Expository)

2 10 Learn with book (Satirical) Main idea Restatement of main
idea

3 7 Eureka! We’ve done it!
(Informational/Expository)

Main idea Opinion Implicit restatement
of main idea

4 9 What a certain visionary once
said (Informational/Expository)

Main idea Opinion

5 2 Why Canada has to beat its
literacy problem (Opinion/
Persuasive)

Opinion

4 On the trail to a greener future
(Opinion/Persuasive)

6 1 A major in television and a minor
in knowledge (Opinion/
Persuasive)

Opinion/main idea,
either explicit or
implicit

3 Inventively female (Opinion/
persuasive)

6 A spider for the bones
(Informational/Expository)

11 Running shoe run-around
(Satirical)

12 Northern life (Descriptive)
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Table 4 shows four patterns of opinion presentation in the 13 US samples. Pattern 1
(Texts 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, and 12) has the central opinion in the introduction with either a sin-
gle-sentence paragraph or two short single-sentence paragraphs plus a restatement of the
opinion in the concluding paragraph. Pattern 2 (Texts 4, 5, 6, and 13) has the opinion sta-
ted at the end of the introduction with two or more multi-sentence paragraphs and then
restated in a concluding paragraph. Pattern 3 (Texts 7 and 10) has an implicit opinion
in the body paragraph, which is restated in a concluding paragraph. Finally, Pattern 4
(Text 8) has the implicit opinion stated in a concluding paragraph. This array of patterns
indicates that approximately half of the texts (6 Pattern 1 texts) follow the typical pattern
for English persuasive writing. Slightly less than one-third of the texts (4 Pattern 2 texts)
basically follow this pattern, but the opinion is stated towards the end, rather than in the
beginning, of a relatively long elaborated introduction. The rest of the texts (3 Pattern 3
and 4 texts) do not follow what is typically recommended for English writing.

The Canadian and American samples are similar in that there are texts that do have
the main idea or opinion in the introduction. However, three out of four Canadian texts
categorized into this deductive pattern are informational or expository (Texts 5, 8, and
7), whereas two of the four opinion or persuasive texts (Texts 1 and 2) have the opinion
in the concluding paragraph and the other two (Texts 2 and 4) in the body paragraph.



Table 4
Location of topic, main idea, and opinion in the 13 US samples

Pattern Study number and title (type) Introduction
with single or
two single-
sentence
paragraphs

Introduction
with two long
or more
paragraphs

Body
paragraph(s)

Conclusion
paragraph(s)

1 1 What is a fan’s loyalty
worth? (Writer’s model)

Opinion Restatement of
opinion

2 Hungry students cannot
study (Student’s model)

3 One hundred trees,
please (Writer’s model)

10 The eternal frontier
(Literary model)

11 Should public school
students wear uniforms?
(Opinion essay from
magazine/newspaper)

12 A veto on video games
(Opinion essay from
magazine/newspaper)

2 4 Learning to speak up:
the DCE (Student’s
model)

Opinion (at the
end of
introduction)

Restatement of
opinion

5 I will be drug free
(Student’s model)

6 Homeless (Literary
model)

13 On the nation’s space
effort (Political speech)

3 7 The liberry (Literary
model)

Implicit
opinion

Restatement of
opinion

10 Darkness at noon
(Literary model)

4 8 Silent spring (Literary
model)

Implicit
opinion
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In comparison, the four patterns in the US samples, which are all persuasive essays,
reveal that the student’s or writer’s model texts are all categorized under Patterns 1
and 2 (typical, semi-typical English pattern), whereas three of the five literary model
texts are categorized under Patterns 3 and 4 (atypical pattern). While the Canadian sam-
ple texts reveal the variety of patterns in the genre of essay writing, the US sample texts
indicate a striking discrepancy between the student’s or writer’s model texts and pub-
lished texts. The former are all deductively organized, whereas the latter are not neces-
sarily so. The fact that most of the texts written by professional writers in the Canadian
samples and the American literary models in the persuasive mode tend to have the opin-
ion or main idea placed either in the middle or final part indicates that published writing
in general does not share the structural characteristics of school writing. This observa-
tion echoes previous findings about the gap between school writing and professional
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or workplace writing (Dias, Freedman, Medway, & Paré, 1999). However, it seems that
the pattern promoted in schools is used in real world writing tasks as seen in opinion
essays for newspapers or magazines (Texts 11 and 12 in the US samples). Rhetorical
trends in this genre require further investigation.

5. Discussion

We identified a three-part pattern in all sample texts, following either a typical, semi-
typical, or atypical English pattern in presenting the central opinion or main idea.
Among them, six US texts state the opinion at the outset, whereas eight texts (4 US
and 4 Canadian) state it in or at the end of a long elaborated introduction. The five stu-
dent’s or writer’s model texts in the US textbooks all exhibit these patterns. Three of
these model texts also follow the five-paragraph model, although the other two demon-
strated a flexible application of the formula. The rest of the texts (3 US and 8 Canadian)
all state the opinion or main idea, either explicitly or implicitly, in the body or the con-
cluding paragraph(s). It is interesting to note that all previously published literary model
texts in the US textbooks follow this pattern with a delayed introduction of opinion.
This observation in the Canadian and US sample texts of a three-part structure with
an opinion or main idea presented either in the beginning, middle, or the end matches
our previous observations of a similar discourse structure in the opinion essays in Chi-
nese and Japanese textbooks.

One notable issue that emerged from this study is a gap between the pattern recom-
mended for school writing and the actual structures that appear in published writing.
As the study illustrates, while some of the published texts do follow a deductive pat-
tern, others do not. Such texts create a gap between what students read and what they
are expected to write. If we are asking students to follow a deductive structure so that
instructors can easily find the points they are looking for or because it may be a rel-
atively easy heuristic for students to follow when first starting to compose essays, we
need to be sure of our assumptions and also be aware of other variations observed
in published texts. The present finding that opinion or thesis-driven essays are not a
monolithic genre confirms Freedman and Medway’s (1994, p. 11) observation that
genre writing ‘‘involves innumerable local decisions for which the decontextualized for-
mal rules.. provide no guidance.’’ If students are exposed to texts that are written with
structures other than the ones they are expected to produce, the present study, follow-
ing Freedman (1993a), suggests little value of generalizing and explicating genre rules
in teaching. The implication is that teachers need to use appropriate and authentic
texts and to provide an opportunity for students to examine styles other than the ‘‘pre-
ferred’’ structure. In other words, students need some analytical vocabulary to reflect
on how strategic appropriateness is achieved by professional writers through experi-
menting with new discourse varieties (Bazerman, 1997). As a preliminary effort, the
present study suggests further research to explore whether and how teachers can guide
students in learning to express their thoughts by conscious, purpose-driven manipula-
tion rather than a strict compliance with a generic structure. Given the variety of rhe-
torical patterns of the essay genre, students may not need to be trained in the writing
of the formulaic pattern. Instead, they may need to be trained to write in the ways
recognizable by a particular audience under particular circumstances, as suggested by
rhetorical genre theory.
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6. Implications for second language writing

The nonconventional flexibility found in real-world writing or professional writing, as the
present study demonstrates, indicates that on a larger ideological dimension, the images of
English rhetoric are discursively constructed rather than reflecting objective reality. English
rhetorical conventions—i.e., deductive, logical, and direct style as represented in the three-
part structure—are promoted as the ideal English rhetorical pattern that L2 English learners
should emulate. These rhetorical features are celebrated in L2 writing education and research
as model characteristics. Conversely, the formulaic writing represented by the five-para-
graph theme is often criticized as being artificial, monolithic, and uncreative and avoided
by writing specialists. These conflicting images and approaches indicate that our conceptions
about what rhetorical characteristics in a certain language are and what instructional empha-
sis should be do not reflect neutral or factual truths but reveal and reinforce conflicting dis-
courses. Relevant contradictory discursive images and approaches are also observed in
scholarly and pedagogical discussions in Japan on Japanese rhetoric (Kubota, 2002). This
study indicates that a similar argument can be made for English rhetoric in English-speaking
countries. It is, therefore, necessary to acknowledge that rhetorical conventions could be dis-
cursively generated constructs that are multiple and in flux. Reviewing controversies of con-
trastive rhetoric research, Casanave (2004) asks such important questions as: ‘‘Where do
their [L2 students’] beliefs about ‘good writing’ come from?’’ ‘‘What role do stereotypical
beliefs and formulae for writing play in particular writing classes?’’ and ‘‘How can we help
them understand that when someone says, ‘[English speakers] write and think directly,’ we
need to ask: ‘What [English speakers]? Writing what, and writing for what purposes?’’’ (p.
54). Asking these questions would allow teachers and researchers to explore diverse and
political dimensions of rhetorical conventions in cross-cultural writings.
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Appendix B

Source, study number, title, type, author and summary of the 12 texts selected from
Canadian textbooks
Source
 Study number and title
(type)
Author
 Summary/Main idea
Sightlines 7
 1. A major in television
and a minor in knowledge
(Opinion/Persuasive)
David Suzuki
 Television has the power
to shape our minds and
society
9. What a certain
visionary once said
(Expository/
Informational)
Tomson Highway
 It describes a journey to
northern Manitoba, the
effect of the landscape on
the writer, and the
connection between the
moods of the landscape
and humans
Sightlines 8
 5. Tricks of the trade
(Expository/
Informational)
Unknown
 Advertisement writers use
the same devices that
poets use to manipulate
language and images
2. Why Canada has to
beat its literacy problem
(Opinion/Persuasive)
June Callwood
 It comments on the
extent of functional
illiteracy in Canada and
gives examples of how
people are affected by
illiteracy and have
struggled to become
literate
12. Northern life
(Descriptive)
Doug Mclarty
 It tells one father’s
explanation of his dreams
Crossroads 7
 6. A spider for the bones
(Expository/
Informational)
Sheree Haughian
 Four ninth-grade girls
from Vancouver came up
with an innovation that
may someday be used in
the treatment of
osteoporosis
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Appendix B (continued)
Source
 Study number and title
(type)
Author
 Summary/Main idea
7. Eureka! We’ve done it!
(Expository/
Informational)
Winston Collins
 It points out how
inventive Canadians have
been and describes some
of the innovations
3. Inventively female
(Opinion/Persuasive)
Unknown
 It outlines women’s
contributions to the world
of inventing and
encourages women to get
involved in the inventing
process
Crossroads 8
 10. Learn with book
(Satirical)
R. J. Heathorn
 With great humor, the
author pokes fun at many
of modern technology’s
advances, while listing the
merits of the book as a
low-tech recourse
4. On the trail to a
greener future (Opinion/
Persuasive)
Sue Kanbai
 Riding a bike has
beneficial effects on the
environment
11. Running shoe run-
around (Satirical)
Arthur Black
 The author uses humor
and irony to point out the
importance of shoes to
teens
8. Poems in your pocket
(Expository/
Informational)
Karen Lewis
 The author describes the
process of writing haiku
and provides examples
Appendix C

Source, study number, title, type, author and summary of the 13 texts selected from US
textbooks
Source
 Study number and
title (type)
Author
 Summary/main idea
BK English 7
 13. On the nation’s
space effort
(Political speech)
John F. Kennedy
 The opening vistas of
space promise high costs
and hardships, as well as
high reward

(continued on next page)
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Appendix C (continued)
Source
 Study number and
title (type)
Author
 Summary/main idea
BK English 8
 6. Homeless
(Literature model)
Anna Quindlen
 The author tells about
her experience with a
homeless woman.
What is wrong is that
there are so many
people with no
homes
Elements of
language 7
12. A veto on video
games (From
magazine/
newspaper)
Lloyd Garver
 We refuse to buy a video
game set for our
children
1. What is a fan’s
loyalty worth
(writer’s model)
Baseball fans should not
have to pay to get a
baseball player’s
autograph
2. Hungry students
cannot study
(Student’s model)
All kids should be able
to have a snack time, or
at least be allowed to
keep food in their
lockers
Elements of
language 8
11. Should public
school students
wear uniforms?
(From magazine/
newspaper)
Charol Shakeshaft
 Uniforms would
improve the quality of
life for students
3. One hundred
trees, please
(Writer’s model)
Unknown
 We should start a paper-
recycling program here
at our school to help the
environment
Writer’s choice:
grammar and
composition 7
7. The liberry
(Literature model)
Bel Kaufman
 The author deplores
the recent decline of
availability of public
libraries for the
people who need them
most.
Writer’s choice:
grammar and
composition 8
8. Silent spring
(Literature model)
Rachel Carson
 The author imagines an
environmental tragedy.
This may easily become
a stark reality we all
shall know
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Source
 Study number and
title (type)
Author
 Summary/main idea
Writing and
grammar:
communication
in action bronze
level
9. The eternal
frontier (Literature
model)
Louis L’Amour
 The frontier lies in outer
space. Author advocates
space exploration
4. Learning to
speak up: the DCE
(Student’s model)
Josh McWhirter
 ‘‘Discussion of Current
Events’’ program would
be great for the school
and the students
Writing and
grammar:
communication
in action silver
level
10. Darkness at
noon (Literature
model)
Harold Karents
 The author reflects on
own experience of being
blind and expects that
blind people would be
treated equally
5. I will be drug free
(Student’s model)
Ryan Caparella
 My position to drug-
related risks is to say no
to drugs
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